A frequency domain model for generating B-mode images with array transducers.
A frequency domain B-mode imaging model applicable to linear and phased array transducers was developed for simulating ultrasound images of random media. Computations are based on an approximation that is less restrictive than the Fresnel approximation. The model is compared with the exact time domain impulse response method, regarded as the "gold standard". In a typical application, errors in simulated rf waveforms are less than 1% regardless of the steering angle for distances greater than 2 cm, yet computation times are on the order of 1/150 of those using the exact method. This model takes into account the effects of frequency-dependent attenuation, backscattering, and dispersion. Modern beam-forming techniques such as apodization, dynamic aperture, elevational focusing, multiple transmit focusing and dynamic receiving focusing also can be simulated.